
Learn to Make Mile-a-Minute Baby Afghans-6 Afghans with Easy, Repetitive Patterns that you can
Finish Fast By Leisure Arts Immediately fell in love with the mile a minute concept so ordered this
book and have made at least 3 different patterns from this English

.

When you need a quick gift for a shower choose a mile a minute baby a fghan! Mile a minute designs
all have an easy repetitive pattern that you can finish fast. What they all have in common is that they
are crocheted in narrow panels either in short rows or around a long beginning chain; then a border
is added and the strips are joined. Crocheted usin g light or medium weight yarns designs include
Lemon Drop Pineapple Parade and Wavy Strips all by Anne Halliday; Miles of Shells by Carole Prior;
Easter Mile A Minute by Jennine Korejko; and Daisies for Baby by Terry Kimbrough. English This
book had crochet baby blanket patterns English I bought this book because I love making afghans
for friends and family. The pluses to this book include size of the book and extra tips when it comes
to creating Mile a Minute strips: English I just recently began crocheting the mile a minute afghans,
I usually make throws or larger afghans and wanted to try something different, The tutorial and
sample project in this book explain how it works and the six afghans show some of the many styles
that are possible. Learn to Make Mile-a-Minute Baby Afghans-6 Afghans with Easy Repetitive
Patterns that you can Finish Fast Leisure Arts was born from a simple concept: The Art of Everyday
Living. From its inception in 1971 Leisure Arts brightened lives through the art of needle crafting
specifically through crochet and knit publications. Today Leisure Arts provides all the tools you need
to live creatively: As a leading publisher of lifestyle and instructional craft publications we work with
a team of talented designers to bring you the latest trends in all crafting categories. From needle
crafting and general crafting how to books to adult coloring books coloring instruments home dcor
and beyond it’s easy to make memories with Leisure Arts: Glad to have simple quick patterns for
things I make year round English This was supposed to be easy but it is anything but. English gift
well recived English Easy to understand and whip off, As a matter of fact I have 2 many blankets to
make for relatives and I’m thinking this 1 pattern will do the job[1]

Quick and can be done in many color combinations. English Lots of good patterns. Haven't tried any
yet but they look nice. I definitely would recommend this book to others. Very disappointed. Will
definitely be making of this pattern. Easy.


